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Suppose L. is a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over an algebraically closed 
field F and H is a C’artan subalgebra of L. ‘l’hus 1, -= H 1 x L,, where the L,, 
are the nonzcro root spaces in the Cartan decomposition of L relative to H. 
If the characteristic of F is zero then much of the structure of L is determined 
by the nature of the subspaces [I,, , L-J and relations between them and, if 1, 
is semisimple, I, is completelv determined by these relations. For prime 
characteristic the situation is still unresolved but some results for important 
special cases have been obtained; for example in the work of Seligman [8], 
Kaplansky [4], and Block [2]. 
This paper is cntirel!, concerned with Lie algebras of characteristic p 
(mostly for p 3) and is centered around the nature of Cartan decompositions 
and the subspaces [L, , L_,] mentioned above. RIany of the algebras considered 
here arc assumed to be restricted but some more general results are obtained. 
In particular in Theorem 9 and its Corollary v-e show that any minimal simple 
Lie algebra (i.e. no proper subalgebra is simple) must be three-dimensional. 
Solvable algebras play an important role and Theorems 3, 4, 7, 8 give various 
criteria for solvability and relate to Lie’s Theorem by way of ‘Theorem 2. It 
seems likelv that these results and some of the techniques developed here can 
be useful in a further classification theory. 
1. PHELIMINXKIES 
I .I 1votation. F will denote an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
p ;:x 2 and P will denote the prime field of F. All vector spaces discussed here 
will be assumed to have F as the field of scalars (unless specified otherwise) 
and finite-dimensional. For a collection S of vectors, Sp S denotes the sub- 
space spanned by S. Tf L is a Lie algebra over F and A, B subsets of I, let 
[A, B] ~~ Sp{[n, h] : a t .1, h t RI. 1,et A1 = A”’ d and 
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_I ‘( [_.I, _+,-I], ;I’” [;1(” 11, &d”‘L “] for k I. For x t I, we let 
I),>, [“v, 1.1 for di y t L. ‘Ike definition of restricted Lie algebra is that used 
in I-?] cscept that k\-c will ~1 ritr .I )) in place of XL”]. Thus [x?‘,~.] D,,‘y. 
Siipposc I, is a restricted Lie algebra. If *III is a I,ie subalgebra of L and 
.v,?‘, .I “,J” 5 !I/ it foil ows from the formula in [3], page 187, that (Y i y)~’ t x/. 
Thus if I,- is a subset of i’lf M K I spans izl and for IL t I, U” c ,I[, thr-n 111 is a -h‘ -1 
restricted subalgebra of 1,. Suppose K i s anv subalgebra of the restricted 
algebra L. \\.c Let K” =- 2 C.,: where I _,, A! and Jr,. Sp(.ki’ : .x E i;j for 
all fi I. It fol!on-s then Zx-’ is a restricted subalgebra and is the smallest 
such containing K. i\lorcover anv ideal of K is an ideal of K’ and if K is an 
ideal of& K’ is also. For an\. ,V (-j K”” A” ,lnd /pC”’ K”” Thus if . .
A7 is nilpotcnt or solvable the sami: i$ true for A”. in particular the nilpotcnt 
and sol\-able radicals of a restricted Lie algebra arc restricted ideals. 
Suppose 1, is restricted and s t L. Let 111 Sp(.~j’” : li s,_- 0). Then 111 is a 
commutative restricted subalgebra of L. An element of IV will be called a 
p-polynomial in s. Nccessaril~ there csists a unique integer n such that 
{ x”’ : 0 -. i 71; is a basis of ~11 and unique scalars ~1, , 0 i . ?z with 
.x.iJ‘ x &p~z. This equation will be called the minimal p-equation for x. 
1.2 Suppose in the minimal p-equation for x that u,, 7 0. ‘I’hen there exist 
y1 ,..., yTi in I, such that: 
(1) Each y, is a p-polynomial in x and y,” -= p, . 
(2) yI ,..., y,# are linearly-independent. 
(3) .Y is a linear combination ol‘J,l ,..., y7! 
I’wq/. Suppose y c 111 and ?;” ~~ 0. If ~1 ~~ x c,s~“, 0 i .., 12 then use 
of the minimai p-equation and y!’ :: 0 Icads to the relations c,,+~u,~ =m 0, 
c’l 71__:(1, -: c;’ , 0. for i :.- 0. Since 0,) I- 0 this gives all (*, 0 and y 0. 
‘l’hu~ the p-mapping is one-one on &I. Assertions (l)-(3) then folio\\ upon 
application to Jf of ‘Theorem 13, page 192, of [J’]. 
I.3 I~I~s\.ITIo\u~. Suppose I, is a rcstrictcd Lit algebra. _4n element s of L 
will bc called semi-simple iff for each restricted representation 0 of 1, ‘1(s) is 
semi-simple (diagoualizable). .6n clement z of 1, will be call& nilpotent iff 
& 0 for some rl. Since thcrc alwa? exists a faithful restricted reprcscnta- 
tion of I, all! element which is both semi-simple and nilpotent must be zero. 
41~0 it is c!car that an!. linear combination of commuting semi-simple 
elements is semi-simple and that if xl1 = x then necessarily 9 is semi-simple. 
I .4 ‘I’IieoRm 1. Suppow 1, is u restricted Lie algebra and x t L. Tfzen there 
esist unique elements s, z ill L such that: 
(1) s, z are p-polynomials in x. 
(2) s is semi-simple and z is nilpotent 
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.Moreoe;er s is a linear combinatiorz of p-polynomials y1 ,..., yn in s with yi*’ yi 
for each i. 
Proof. If s is nilpotent, let s ~~ 0 and z = .v. Suppose then that s is not 
nilpotent and .xl”’ = C a,sJ’2, 0 .. i _ II, is the minimal p-equation for s. Let 
/r be chosen as the least integer for vvhich ai ,. - 0 and let ,x1 == .A+~. T~~II we 
have ,$ A !. k 1 -_ U,,.Xl . . . -~ a,,&” with u,,. = 0. Ncccssarily this is the 
minimal p-equation for .v, so that 1.2 applies to .x1 and .x1 C d,y, where 
?‘L ‘i == y, and each y is a p-polynomial in x. \\‘e now define s by setting 
s : C c,y, where c:” ’ (i, . ‘Then s is ap-poll-nomial in x and ~1’ .x1 . Since 
each y, is semi-simple and commutes with each y, , s must be semi-simple. 
Let z s - s. Then z is a p-polynomial in .x and 
so that z is nilpotent. 
The uniqueness of s and z follows readily because of the commutativity 
properties. 
1.5 DEFISITIONS. The elements s, 2 obtained above will be called the 
semisimple and nilpotent components of x. Recently Seligman, working 
independently, has obtained results in [6], which coincide in large part with 
Theorem I. 
Suppose L is a restricted Lie algebra. Follovfing Seligman, a subset A- ofL 
will be called nil iff every element of N is nilpotent. 
Let U be the associative restricted enveloping algebra of L as described in 
[.3], Theorem 12, page 19 1. Then L can be embedded in l!. \Ve let 1 = L IT R 
where R is the (associative) radical of I;. Then I is a restricted ideal of L, 
necessarily nil, and will contain all nil ideals of L. iVe also have that I is the 
intersection of the kernels of the irreducible restricted representations of 
L. 1 will be called the nil radical ofL. Necessarily I is contained in the nilpotent 
radical of L and, since any semi-simple element of the nilpotent radical must 
lie in the center of L, the nil and nilpotent radicals will coincide iff the center 
of L is nil. 
L will be said to be strongly solvable iff [L, L] is nil. If L is strongly solvable 
it follows that L is solvable and [L, L] 1s contained in the nil radical so that 
every irreducible restricted representation of L must be abelian and hence is 
one-dimensional. If L is nilpotent and strongly solvable we say that L is 
strongly nilpotent. 
Suppose I1 is a nilpotent restricted Lie algebra. Let S be the set of semi- 
simple elements of H. For s E S, D, is nilpotent and semi-simple so that 
D, 0 and s lies in the center of I-1. From this it follows that S is a restricted 
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ideal of Ii contained in the center. If I is the nil radical of II then ,S , I is a 
restricted ideal of II and is strongly nilpotent. \\-e have II S - I iff [H, II] 
is nil. ‘l’his in turn is equivalent to saying that the nilpotent elements of I# 
form a subalgebra. 
For II nilpotent and restricted and S the subspacc of semi-simple elcmcnts 
of 1-I let s, ~ {s : s t s, 5” sj. Then S,, is a P-subspace of S and from 
‘Theorem 1 we conclude that dim, S, dim, S. IA Sb bc the set of all 
linear functionals CY on S for which a(.~) C: P \vhene\-er s E S, ‘1’11~s 5’; can 
be identified with the P-dual space of S, For .x C: II Lvith .x 5 A " 3s tl1e 
decomposition of .T and z c 5’; vie define Cl(x) by letting R(X) 3(s). Thus a 
can be regarded as a function drfined on If u ith \-alues inF. u is not ncccssaril\ 
linear on IJ but is linear on ml*’ strongly nilpotent subalgcbra of H. It is 
immediate that CY(X”) Cx(x);’ and u(Xs) L(.v) for all s t IZ, A CF. Also if 
I E S then a(t : x) ~~~ a(t) ~I a(x) for any .x E II. 5 1 l r‘u 1Jose ti’ is a restricted 
ideal of II. n(fl’) :- 0, and s, J E il with .I ~3 t ff’. Induction on /< and the 
formula for the p-mapping give xl’i’ -I”’ 
I 
I Ai, where /I,~ E 11’. ‘I’hus if s,. , s,, 
are the semi-simple components of s, y, then .s,y)’ : $ I I/,. fork sufficient]) 
large so that c+)“” = CX(~)“” and a(.~) CC(~). Thus a induces in the obvious 
way a function (also denoted by CX) on fI/II’ 11 ith properties like those for the 
original ‘Y. Also it follows from the argument above that if n, is zero 011 thr 
restricted ideals H’, H” then ~~(11’ 1 II”) ~~ 0. If K is an!; ideal with a(K) 0 
then a(K “) _m 0 since CY(X”) J(.x)” for all s. From all of this it follo\+s that 
there is a unique restricted ideal I,, of II such that r(ZL) :~m 0, and I,, contains 
all ideals of II on which J vanishes. .Keccssarily I, contains the nil radical 
of II. 
Suppose 0 is a restricted representation of II on a vector space I I. For a 
linear function OL on S let 21, {v : (l(s) w ~-- a(s) e for all s E S). ‘l’hcn r7,, is 
an II-submodule of Lf7. Since {Cl(s): s E S’j is simultaneously diagonalizable \ve 
have I,’ C I,~, where the sum is direct and taken over all N for which 
Vx T- 0. If E/b: f 0 and s E S, then s” m:= s implies CX(S)” “(s) so that 
Z(S) t P. Thus CY E Sk. For s E II wc have O(s) a(x) 1 6. is nilpotent 
on I~, . 
For technical reasons and some gain in generality it is convenient to intro- 
duce the notion of a semi-restricted algebra. Suppose L is a Lit algebra, H is a 
Cartan subalgebra of L, and I, il -1 II,, is the Cartan decompo.Gtion of 
L. L will be said to lx semi-restricted with respect to (3 ifi H is restricted; 
L&$ = [A”, x] for h E H, x El,; and for each root Y with ,x EJ,, the scmi- 
simple component of L),. is equal to D,, for some semi-simple s t H. ‘The 
element s need not bc unique but if s’ has the same properties as s then 
s ~~ s’ must lie in the center of L. If L is semi-restricted with respect to /I it 
follows readily that any subalgebra of I, containing H is also semi-restricted 
and if K is an ideal of L with K. - K n H restricted then L/K is scmi- 
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restricted with respect to Ii/K,, . From the preceding paragraph, if S is the 
subspace of semi-simple elements of N then for each root B, 
I,, = {x : [s, x] = a(s) .L for s E S} and 01 E 5’; . 
Also cx vanishes on the center of /,. 
\Ve continue \vith the notation above and suppose /3 E Sh Lvith /3 vanishing 
on the center ofL. If LY. is a root and x EL, xc define /3(x) by letting p(s) =- /3(s) 
where s is defined as above. (This is well-defined since p is zero on the center 
of L). \\-e then extend /I to a function defined on all of L (also denoted by /3) 
by addition. In particular for s EL,, , since [x, x] 0, it follows that p(x) 0. 
Thus ,/3(L,B) ~ 0 for all integers j +k 0, mod p. Suppose u is a root and 
&[L,l ,L_,,]) 0. It follows then from the formula for the p-mapping that 
for s, y E I,,> , (,Y -1 y)” * xi’ + y” mod[L, , Z,+] and ,8(x y) /3(,r) I P(y) 
so that /3 is linear on I,, 
I .6 If L is restricted and H is a Cartan subalgebra, then I, is semi-restricted 
\I-ith respect to ZZ. 
Proof. ZZ is restricted since El* is a nilpotent subalgebra containing II. 
Let S be the subspace of semi-simple clcmcnts of H. Suppose CL is a non-zero 
root and x EL,. Then [s, x”] = 0 for all 9 t S. Thus if .x t + w is the 
decomposition of N with t semi-simple then tl’ is the semi-simple component 
for ,Y” so that [S, t”] = 0 and hence [S, t] = 0. Thus t E Ii. 
1.7 DEFINITION. Suppose I, is a I,ie algebra and ZZ is a C’artan subalgebra. 
The masimal number of linearly independent roots in the Cartan decomposi- 
tion of I, relative to H will be called the type of L with respect to H. 
1.8 Suppose L is semi-restricted with respect to H and the center of Z, is 
nil. Let S be the subspace of semi-simple elements of H. If L is of type d with 
respect to II then d = dim S. 
Proof. The set of roots is a subset of Sk For s E S, , o((s) ~ 0 for all 51 
implies D,Y 7~ 0 so that s ~~ 0. Thus the non-zero roots span Sb and hence 
rl == dim,(SP) = dim,(S). 
2. SOLVABLE ALGEBRAS 
2. I Remarlzs. Suppose I, is a solvable Lie algebra over F. It is known that 
Lie’s Theorem need not hold for L and its absence is one of the complicating 
factors in the study of algebras of prime characteristic. In this section we 
obtain several results related to Lie’s Theorem which will be quite useful in 
the sequel. 
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Engel’s Theorem, houcv-er, is valid for prime characteristic and we will 
on se\ era1 occasions make use of the folloning version of it: Engel’s Theorem: 
If I, is 3 nilpotent I,ie algebra of nilpotent operators on a vector space I. 
then there exists a non-zero z’ F I \iith .\? 0 for a11 AY ‘i,. 
2.2 TIiEOfWd 2. Suppose I, is semi-resfrirfed xifl: respect to the C’avtan 
subulgel3r~~ If OFI~ Id -= x L, is the Cartan decomposition relatiz’e to H zcitlt 
L,, ~~ FT. 1A IV :- 1 L, C [L, , L,] where the cum is taken ouer O( 7~ 0. 
Tken LC7 is an ideal of L and, {f L is sol-iable and p’(W) 0 fov all non-zero 
roots 8, JJ’ is nilpotent. 
Pwof. It is clear that [I+ , JX’] C bV f or all non-zero roots y. Also, since 
[H, L,] CL, , [L,, , L,] is an ideal of H and from this it follows that W is an 
ideal of L. Suppose that L is solvable. WC will prove that It’ is nilpotent b! 
using induction on the dimension of I,. If Z is the center of 1, and Z f 0 the 
induction assumption applies to L/Z and from this the general assertion 
follows. Thus we may assume % ~ 0 so that the adjoint representation is 
faithful and we can embed L in the restricted algebra of all derivations of L. 
For .v t L we identify N with i9,, and let X = {x : x E W, x is nilpotent]. By the 
version of Engel’s Theorem stated in [3] it is sufficient to prove N JzJ7. 
No\\- for z I:-- 0, /3(L,) = 0 for all /3 + 0 and this implies L, is nil so that 
L, C :V for u -rL 0. Also for !Y + 0, /3([La , Lp,] = 0 for all /3 # 0 and thus 
[L, ~ L_,] is nil. Since [L, , L_,] is an ideal of H it must be contained in 1 where 
I is the nil radical of H. Hence W is spanned by elements of .V and it is 
sufficient to prove that A’ is a subspace. 
Now 71’2 is an ideal of 1; and thus W” ~~ C [L, , L,] ~1 C Ll , (Y f 0, 
where L’ L, n W2. Since A’ is solvable, W” f W, and this implies 
Lj 7 L, ‘for some 01 + 0. Thus the subalgebra H + W’ = H $ C Ll is 
proper and the induction assumption applies so that for 
u =. x L: + c [c’ , Ll,], a + 0, 
I’ is nilpotent and the same is then true for L’*. IVe have 
If’” c 1 + 1’ c 1 + 1,:* 
and [I, I,-] C C. implies [I, I*] C I’-. Then I -1 G* is a restricted algebra 
‘* containing J sVx as a nilpotent ideal and 1 Y- I/‘*/ 1~ is nil. From this it follows 
readily that I I I? !* is nilpotent. Hence W’s is nilpotent and the same is true 
for Jli2”. Suppose now that s, y E N. Then induction on k and the formula 
for the p-mapping give (x ~- y)“” = Pi; ~ ynk + uk where Us,. t W*. Thus 
for k sufficiently large (x i-y)“” E W2x so that x +-y is nilpotent on W. 
Since [x t y, [x + y, L]] C PJ7’ this implies s +- y is nilpotent and from this 
it follows that IV is a subspace, completing the proof. 
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2.3 THEOREM 3. Suppose L is restricted, H a Cavtan suhakebra. and 
I, :_ CL, is the Cartan decomposition with H =: L,, . 
Let IV -- C [L, , L-J + CL,, , a: f 0. 
If /3( TIT) - 0 for all non-zero roots p then L is solvable. 
Proof. Suppose the assertion false and choose L of minimal dimension 
for which it is false. If the solvable radical R is not zero then the theorem can 
be applied to L/R to conclude that L/R is solvable and hence 1, is also. Thus 
R = 0 and L has zero center. 
Let I be the nil radical of H. Since p([Lu, L-,1) :. 0 for all cx, p f 0, [L, , L_,] 
is a nil ideal of 11 and hence in 1. Thus C [L,% , L-J C I. Suppose pi + 0 and 
.‘I EL, . Then s is nilpotent and xi’ E II. For h E H we have 
[II, .u”] c L,D c [L, ) L-J c I. 
Then I + Fx” is a nil ideal and this gives 9” E I. Thus, by 1. I, the ideal 
S-LI+~L,,‘x+ 0, is restricted and contains W, hence is equal to L for 
otherwise it will be a solvable ideal of L. 
Suppose 111 is a maximal subalgebra containing H and M ==~ II I- 1 ;lI,, 
\vhere AZ& =- M n L, . Since AZ must be solvable, Theorem 2 implies that 
for L” = C [M, , !KJ $- I-, -I[, , N 2: 0, C: is a nilpotent ideal of JZ. Since 
[I, G] C l-‘, an argument iikc that in the proof of Theorem 2 shows that 
I -~ CT is nilpotcnt and 1x41 bc nil if P is nil. This will certainly bc the case 
if M has nil center. 
Let J =~= I ~.- C and suppose J is nil. Let I7 ~- {x : [s, /] C II]. ‘I’hen 
M C 1. and Engel’s Theorem applied to 1 acting on L/AT shows that ‘11 - T-. 
Since 1 is an ideal of Al, [‘II, I’] C I? and thus I. : 1 C, where I -, r-nz,, . 
Hence for some JI f 0, i-, -1 IV,. For s t i-,, WC have [s, /] C J since 
[I.-; , IlI..,] C I. Thus (3~ : [J, /] C Jj is a subalgebra containing .I2 alld must 
equal I,. Then / is a nil idcal of I, so that / :m 0 and JI m= II S, so that H 
is maxima!. But then I+ is a nil idcal for any .T E I,, , I* +: 0. Thus J is not nil. 
‘I’his implies the center of AI is not nil. From this we conclude that U* must 
contain a non-zero semi-simple element t c-ith t” -mm t. Necessarilv t is in the 
center of ~12 so that t E S. 
For 31 a non-zero root let L: = ~- (.v : x E I,, , [I, ,x] 0). Then L: + 0 and 
it is easy to verify that H -t CL: is a subalgebra containing N n hose ccntcr 
is necessarily nil. Since anv maximal suhalgebra containing it would also 
have 11i1 center, it must he iqua to L and thus we conclude that L: L, for 
all cx 0. Then I is a nil i&al of L, hence must be zero, and this implies 
that .I‘!, 0 [I,& , L_,] for anv o f 0 and x EL, . 
Let ‘II be any maximal subalgEbra containing H. Then U = x AI, , a ;‘: 0 , 
SO that li n H = 0. By 1.1 U is restricted. However, it was shown above that 
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I .’ tnust contain a non-zero semi-simple element of II, giving the desired 
contradiction. 
2.4 COROLLARY 1. The assertion of Tl~eorem 3 applies assuming only that 
L is semi-restricted with respect to H. 
Proof. \Ve again supposc the assertion to be false and chooseI, of minimal 
dimension for which it is false. Since the center Z of I> is restricted, L/Z is 
semi-restricted and if % f 0 we conclude that L is solvable. Thus % 0. 
Then for each N 7: 0, [L, , L-,] is a nil ideal of ti and lies in I whcrc I is the 
nil radical of H. This implies K : S -I I ; CL, , u 7: 0 is an ideal of I, 
which is semi-restricted with respect to the C’artan subalgebra S + I. If 
K - i, then K must be solvable and hence I, is solvable since LjK is nil- 
potent. Thus K ~ L and M A9 -’ 1. 
No\\ the center of L is zero so that the adjoint representation is faithful 
and I, can be embcddcd in its derivation algebra which is a restricted algebra. 
\\‘e identify s with D,, for .x EL. By I. 1, I,* If :\’ -+ x I,, , 01 $1 0 \vherc 
:Y is the subspace spanned by {x”” : s t I,,> , o( + 0, k 11. Thus .I: is 
spanned by nilpotent elements. Let rI, H + 1V. Suppose CL +L 0, /3 + 0, 
.x FL, . y i L,, For h t H, [H, x] C L, implies [/7, xpk] C I,:’ C [L, , I,-,,] C I, 
so that [If, 11’1 C I. Also [x, y] t I,, ,j implies [.Pk, y] t L,3 and 
so that [1\-, -\‘~I C I. Hcncc II, is a subalgebra. necessarily restricted, and 
[I-I, , M,] C 1. For x E tl, let fj: he the restriction of I),,. to If, and 
-11 {,Y : 1): is nilpotent]. Then :M contains a set of elements which span H, 
Also for ,x’, y E IliZ, use of the formula for the P-mapping shows that for k 
sufhcicntly large (D: 1 Di)“” Dk, for some z,, E I. Hence .Y 4 y t 111 so 
that II/ is a subspace and equal to f/, Thus Ii, is a nilpotent suhalgehra 
and [tl, , II,] CI implies S is the set of semi-simple elements of II, . Since 
[IZ, , I,,] C I,, for all u 1 0 it follows then that !I1 is a C’artan subalgebra for 
LA vith the I,, , I~ f 0, as the non-zero root spaces. By Theorem 3, L’ is 
sol\-able so that L is also. 
2.5 CoKor.r.aKY 2. (Lie’s Theorem). Suppose L is a restricted Lie algebra of 
operutors whose center is nil and H is a strongly nilpotent Cavtan suba[qebra of 
I.. iTi’th the notation of the theorem, L is strongly solvable $f /3( Wj O.for all 
non-zero roots /3. 
Prwf. If I, is strongly solvable then [I,, L] nil implies W is nil and hence 
B(Y 0 for all p + 0. 
Supposc ,13( JV) == 0 for all /3 # 0. Theorem 3 implies L is solvable and 
Theorem 2 implies W is nilpotent. Since W is an ideal of L and L has nil 
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center, this implies W is nil. Also [H, II] is nil and [L,L] = [H, II] -i If”. 
By arguments like those already used this implies [L, L] is nil and L is strongly 
solvable. 
2.6 For the remainder of this section we suppose that 1, is semi-restricted 
and of t!.pc 1 with respect to II. Thus if LY is a non-zero root, 
L == H -t-L, -\ ‘.. ) I,(,,+,), . 
1 t \vill be cmvenient to standardize notation. Let ,s be the set of ami- 
simple elements of tI and let I be the nil radical of N. Let !Y be a fixed non-xro 
root amd choose n E S with (1” a, x(a) 1. For 0 i p ~~ I let 
I I ,,,, . For any intcgcr iz let I,,; I,, where 0 
mod p. Thus CL,, ,LJ C I>;,. 
i p ~~ I and /? I i 
/. De?ine II’asCL, I--C[L, ,I,+], I i Z, 1. 
Thus If’ is an ideal of L. 
(a) L is solzwble. 
(1)) m([L,, L-;I) = 0 for 1 .< i < p - 1. 
(c) IV is nilpotent. 
hoof. (a) implies (b): Suppose for some i,,j + 0, there exists /z t [L, , L-;] 
with &(/I) T 0. Thus h t L’“!. If h t L’“’ for some Ii then [/I, L] CL’” so that 
L, c L’“’ for all j, 1 j p ~ I, (since m(h) + 0) and thus /z E Lcivl’. By 
induction h ,G L’“’ for all li so that h must be zero and n(h) = 0. 
(b) implies (c): \Ve have r(L,) p= 0 for 1 . . i p ~ I (see I .5) and hence 
p(Fl’) m_ 0 for all non-zero roots 13. Thus, by Theorem 3, 1, is solvable and, 
by Theorem 2, II’ is nilpotent. 
(c) implies (a): TP is nilpotent and L/lP is nilpotent so that I, must bc 
solvable. 
3. X~~-SOLV.~I,E ALGEBRAS 0~ TYPE I 
3. I \Vc continue with the notation of 2.6 and suppose that 
I, == I/+~I,,,o-:i<p, 
is semi-restricted and of type I with respect to IT. The main result of this 
section is 
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The proof of Theorem 5 is long and a nuruher of prcliminar\- results arc 
needed. Suppose 114 is a subalgebra of L with [Q, JZ] C .?I. Then‘li 1 AI, 
where .!I, 7. LlI n L, . I hus Fa -1 .Il,; C .I/, , 0 i p, is a subalgebra 
which is semirestricted, and of type 1 with respect to the C‘artan subal~:ebra 
FCI .lZ,; , and by Theorem 4 will be solvable iff a $1 [!l’1, , .II~ ,I’ . 0 i p. 
It follows from this that it is suflicicnt to prove Theorem 5 under thr t’ollo\\ - 
ing additional assumptions on L: 
(a) !I ~[L,,L_,]“,O~.,i~ p. 
(b) Ever!. proper subalgebra 111 of 1, for which [a, AI] C -11 is solvable. 
The main burden of the proof lies in showing that a([II, 111) 0. For 
this, since I must vanish on the solvable radical of I,, WC map assume that 
1, has zero radical. Then L has zero center so that if II is a proper subalgehra 
of I, containing Ii, then ‘I’heorem 4 implies that [JI, , AIZ-,] C I for 0 i . p 
where I is the nil radical of H. Also for .s E 1 - 1 .1, , 0 i P, II, is 
nilpotent on I,, and 1 1 1 Ali is a nilpotent ideal of AlI. 
Actually DY do not need the full strength of the h!pothexs on I, and, for 
reasons \\-hich will become apparent in the last section. it is desirable to 
prox ~([l!, II]) 0 for a more general kind of algebra. IVntil 3.1 1 we drop 
the assumption of semi-restrictedness and suppose I, is a filiite-dinlensiorlal 
1,ie algrbra satisfying the follo\ving conditions: 
(i) I, has zero radical. 
(ii) /I is a (:artan subalgebra with fi restricted and D,,p I),,‘, for 
/I E f1. The subspace of semi-simple elements of II is equal to t;cr for SOIIIC a 
with u” n z: 0. ‘I’hus I, =m CL, whcrc the f,, are defined as in 2.6. 
(iii) /I C [L, , L+]“, 0 s i < p. 
(i\.i If .I2 is any proper subalgebra containing Fl then AI is solvable; 
[hfl . .lI- ,] C I for‘0 i p where I is the nil radical of If; and for 
x E / f C 11, 1 I>,. is nilpotent on I,. 
If ,I is defined as the root in the (‘artan decom;,osition w-it11 ,((I) I \\c 
)‘I” show that (i) (iv) imply a([H, H]) 0 so that [N. FI] is nii and thus 
FL4 1. 
3.2 Suppose 0 -. i SC: p and 111, -II-, arc proper iI-invariant subspaces 
of I,, , /, ~, , respectively. Then either [M, . :lZ-)] C I or [L, ( I, -,] C I for 
j 0, i, i. 
I’IwJ \Yithout loss of generality we ma!- assume i 1. Let 
S(lldk) /I y iv,, - ... ;- My. 
I< I, 1. Then S(M,) is a proper subalgebra of 1, so that AI,,” C I. An 
induction on j shows that [,\I,, , M~,~,] C Af!1,’ for j ‘. I. From this it follows 
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that .S(ill,) ~-~ S(d1-,) is a subalgebra containing If, AlI , and ;1/1_, . If it is 
proper then [,\1, , JP,] C 1. 
\\-here .i,, J Pi I/ ~~ ;11,” -;- LIIT, C f. This implies that [L, , Lm,] C I for 
0 i p and hence II C I, a contradiction. Thus 1 mm 0 so that 
.ll,i’ .11!, 0 and Lj is the direct som of 311~ and M!,j. 
Supposc now that 2 . .c p - 2. Then (-;V,~~)j C 111: implies (dl,‘,)’ 0 
for sj 1o. Let t be the greatest integer in (p ~- 1)/s. Then M;’ 0 for 
.i t and a similar result holds for Mfi As in the first paragraph, 
1. S(.lZ1,X) -~ S(ICZ~,) \vill be a subalgebra containing tf, ;I[,‘, rll?, . If U 
is proper we have [dl,‘, .11!,] CI. Suppose i’ = L. Then wc must have 
I ,1 (.lZL,)f, \vhere ~j == p ~ 1 and 0 ,,j ’ (p 1)/2. Then L,” C .lI2’ 0 
so that AlI,” mu= 0 and [,lr;\, ,lZT,] C I. Thus this last inclusion holds for all 
3 2, - 5 p - 2. Hence, for all such .s, 
[L, ,I,-,] -- [-lZI1" +- .1/t;", ;ll~-" + Il;r"l] C 1 
and the proof is complete. 
3.3 Suppose 31 ~:~ Ii 1-C :lI, , 0 -:: i . . p, is a maximal subalgebra 
containing Ii. Then for some i with 0 -.: i ..’ p we have: 
(a) .lI, is a maximal H-invariant subspace of Li . 
(b) [L, , :lIJ C ,2/, j forj 3~ 0, i mod p; [I,, , I] C .lI, . 
(c) [, ~_ 1\1 / 1,; + Li” L . . . .m!LLz’-‘. 
Prooj~. 1,c.t 1. ~~~ I ~- c N, ) 0 x’ j s . p. Then c; is a nilpotent ideal of 
-II and, for .X E [ -, 11, is nilpotent on I,. Let I’ 7 {z : @, a] C -1fj. Then 
.If C IV and Engel’s Theorem applied to 1.. acting on L/M implies that V 
contains -11 properly. A1lso [H, I-1 C I’and thus I’ -- EI + C r:, 0 ’ ‘j p, 
where i7 I T n Lj . Then I, =r -11; for some i with 0 I i p and for this 
i, 21, -.1 ;I., 
SUppO”” Tj is H-invariant, contains ,?I, properly, and Yj C P-p . Let 
,II’ = -11 -‘- T, + ... I T,?-‘. Then .1f’ contains M properly and is invariant 
for H and 7’,‘, j :- I. It follows that Al4’ is a subalgebra and hence 32 == L. 
Thus 7’, == ITi =: Li and lld, is maximal II-invariant in L, . The other 
asserions follow readilv. 
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3.4 r~l+rsrTrol\-: Suppose $I, i+b are restricted reprcscntations of H on 
I., II’ respectively and ( ) ) is a bilinear form on 1. IT’. 15-c will sa! that I’ 
and TI. are paired by ( , ) iff th 1 f t orm is non-degenerate and 
(c+(h) Z’, zc) - (7,. $(A) 7~) 
for all /I, z, LG. If I7 and It’ arc paired and either is fl-irreducible it follows 
that the other is also. 
3.5 \Z‘e suppose Y([H, H]) + 0. 7’1 wn Fn ~;- Z is a proper restricted ideal 
of II so that there exists ZJ E II, such that h $Fu 2 I, [b, II] Cl;u A I, and 
h ‘I E Fu I. The nilpotent component of b will have the same properties so 
we may assume h is nilpotent and hence hi’ E 1. For .X t H we have 
[h 4 A(r) u Y T(S), where Y(X) E Z and h is a linear functional on 12. 
Necessarily X + 0 for otherwise [b, H] C Z so that I i Fh is a nil ideal of H 
and b E I. Let Ho he the null-space of A. Then H,, contains Fa I and has 
codimension 1. It follows readily that [H, ZZ] C IZ,, and .P E H,, for all x E H. 
Thus FZ,, is a restricted ideal of H. Let c chosen a nilpotent element of H for 
which h(c) 1. Then H Fc -1 H,, 
FVe define a skew-symmetric bilinear form ( , ) on I, L such that 
(I,, 9 12,) 0 for i -+ j + 0 and (X, y) h([X, r]) for s t I,, ,x E 1, ~_ Let 
K, {.v : .V EL, , (.Y. I,-,) _ 0) ~~~ {X : s EL, , [s, L-,] C H,). Then H K,, 
and the Jacobi identity can hc used to conclude that [K, , K,] C K, , so that 
Ii z k’, is a subalgebra containing II. Kecessaril!, K z- I, since 
H ~~ x [L, ,f,-,I”. For .v EL, ,y EL-, , h t- H wvc have ([II, N], ~7) -(.Y, [/I, y]) 
and thus f,,/K, and L-,/Kei are paired in the sense of 3.4. 
1V;e choose M as a maximal subalgebra containing K. b?thout loss of 
generality \I.\-e may assume that the distinguished index i of 3.3 for M is p -- 1. 
Thus [I/m, , .1’1,] C M-r for j . I, i\Z.., is maximal If-invariant in L-t and 
L, .I/-, Z,‘, An induction on j can he used to show that 
[Id-, 3 M,s] C ilf, --) 
for k ,,, ,j so that [L, , Arl_,] C M,-,c for j 1. k. Also [I, L,] C N, for ail j and 
[L, , I,._,] c’ I since M_ r + L-, . 
3.6 Suppose 1 s i X. p ~- I. If Ki +: I,, and K, is not maximal H-invariant 
in I,, then there exist unique H-invariant subspaces S, , S_, such that for 
j i, --i; K, C S, CL, , Sj ‘. 1s maximal II-invariant in L, ( K, is maximal 
II-invariant in Si , and Z+/S, is paired with .S-,,‘h-., 
Proof. Because of pairing the assumptions on K, also appl! to K, . 
Since [L, , ZAP,] $ I we have from 3.2 that if lb-, , Ni are proper H-invariant 
suhspaccs of L, , L_, then [A:, , AL,] C I so that (A’, , A-,) = 0. Suppose 
11‘, ) .\y are distinct maximal ZZ-invariant suhspaces of I,, . Then I,, .‘L’, + n:: 
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implies [L, , :\--,] C I for any proper Xi CL+ so that :\TY, C K-, However, 
this implies that either K-, == Lmj or K-i is maximal in Lpi 
Thus Li , L-, must both contain unique maximal H-invariant subspaccs 
S, , S-, Necessarily Kj is properly contained in Sj for j = i, - i. \Ve have 
[S, , S-J C I so that (Sj , 2,) = 0. B ecause of maximality this gives 
s-, -= {x : .x ELej ) (S, , X) = 0) and it follows from this that S,jiY, is 
paired with L-,/S-, and that Kj is maximal in S, . 
3.7 Suppose 0 is a restricted representation of H on a vector space C’ with 
(/i(I) == 0 and that @(a) - ~1 u where ,u + 0. Let PY’ be the null-space of 
M(6) and z1 ,..., D,. a basis of k”. For 0 . . . i + p - I, 1 .< j ; Y let i! 
vt J -=- O(C)%J~. Then O(6) v,,~ = p8”i-l,j for i ‘> 0. If W = SP{V,,~) then TV 
is H-invariant with {zr,. jj as a basis. Hence dim IV = pv. (For definitions of 
6, c refer to section 3.5.) 
Proof. O(6) is nilpotent so that V’ f 0. Since Q(I) = 0, V’ is H,,-invariant. 
Let I’,; = Sp{~l’l,j : i :< k, 1 ,< j sz rj. Thus I’” =: I” and induction on k 
shows that r’, is Ho-invariant. Since c*’ E H, , II’ is H-invariant. The formula 
for (I)(b) vi,, can be proved by induction on i. From this we have 
O(6)” ZI~,~ = picj for i Y 0. 
Suppose C hi,j~si.j = 0 and not all h,.,i are zero. Choose the largest k with 
, fi,j f 0 for some j. Then C hi.,.@(b)‘; ‘L’?,~ = 0 implies z &.,u,, :m 0 so that \ 
A,(,, = 0 for all j. Thus (zI ,j) is linearly independent. 
3.8 Suppose p is an integer not divisible by p and [:W2,, , L-J C J/l, . 
Let 7,: _ {X : x E L, , [b, X] E ,lZU’,> and r dim L;,jMU Then 
dim L~JII~~~ > i(p - I) r((p - 1) r - 1). 
Proof. We may suppose L, .+ M,, and thus V,* + :%I,, . Let .x~ ,..., s, bc 
chosen from VU , linearly independent mod MU . If xi.j is constructed as in 
section 3.7, then {.Y~.~\, will be independent mod IM,~ and [h, si,,] -E P.T,+~,~ 
mod M& for 0 < i 5; p -- 1. Let 2 = {(i,j): 0 .< i ,<, p ~ 2, 1 :j . r). 
For o( == (;,j), 13 = (i’,j’) in Z let 01 e< p be defined to mean that either 
i ’ i’ or i ~~ i’ and j x-j’. 90~~ {[x~ , xi?]. a: -: /3, 01, /3 E 2) is contained in 
L,,, . Thus it is sufficient to prove that this set is independent mod Jl-,, . 
Suppose T E Z and C h?,B[~~, , sg] G 0 mod .W2,, , the sum being taken over 
all ((Y, /3) with OL < p - _ r. Suppose also that h,,, # 0 for some D I : 7. If 
7 = (i,, ,j”) let k =: i” + 1 so that 1 . . k : p ~ 1. \\:e choose j’ EL-,, such 
that (x, , y) 6,,, . Then C h,,,,D,L([[s, , ,+],y]) ~~ 0 mod ML, . 
No\v Do”‘(sv) m: 0 for all y -c 7 and Dp’(.r,) ~:- 0 unless y =: (i,, ,j), in 
which case Dt-l(.v;,) I ~i~).~, Also Dba(H) C I. Thus, if iy < /3 :-; 7, Leibniz’ 
rule gives D,lz([[.lc, , y], x,?]) + Q,Tc([~, , [x,, , y]]) z k&,,D~-l.xB ~ k&s,,D~%, 
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so that x o.& /\,.uu;-‘x~ ~- c,. ~ I\,,,,D;-‘s, 0, mod -II,, From this it 
follows that A,,, 0 and this implies the desired independence. 
I’rc/o/. i\‘e suppose that K F Al. 
If K, .lIl then [IV1 , I,-r] C H, . Since L-, Lt, JI-, , induction 
can bc used to prow [Mj , Lo /] C Il, for all i ; 0 so that .V, K, 
and K :--- M. Silence Kr f A%I, Sow [M, , Al,] C I implies (MI , AlIP,) 0. 
If w ~= ;4’:yt1,,,, (iIf, ,y) 01, then It’ is II-invariant and contains 
.2/-, . Sccessarily W f L-r since MI +m K, . Hence fti 111-r and this 
implies L-,/-W, and M,jK, arc paired. It follow from this that L,jM, is 
paired with ~II-,/k’-, . 
Suppose L, z llfr ‘Then there exists .v E& with .v $ -lfr and [6, ,x] t AI, _ 
Let .\.I [c, x]. Thus [/I, s’] s mod MI so that .x, s’ are independent 
mod MI , and there exists y E JI_, with (s, y) 1, (,v’,y) 0. Tlicn~ sincr 
[L, . AI-,] C M, , the Jacobi identity leads to 0 [[,y, JJ], .v'] i- [x, [y, .\'I] 
mod IV, . Application of D,,L! leads to 0 2s; a contradiction. Hence 
I ‘1 -;\I, 
\;\‘e have I.-r (3, : y t I,-, , [b, y] E ;II-,) and I ‘-r properly contains 
IL1 -1 . Suppose y, y1 F I ‘-r and are linearly independent mod ;%I-, . IA 
yk ~ Dlyi--l(yJ ELmA for k == 1, 2 ,..., p -~ 1. Induction on k shows that 
[b. yx] E AI-,. . Wc choose x E MI such that (x, y) =z 1, (x, yr) = 0. Induction 
on k gives [6, [v,yk]] --(k(k .-- 1)/2)y,-, , mod MPPtl . Since yr 6 K, 
this implies ya. $2 i%Z_, for 1 2’ k p I. On setting k 7 p I we obtain 
a contradiction. Thus dim l,~_,/Il/l_, =- I. Since L_,iM._, is M-irreducible WC 
have from 3.7 that dim LPI/K, p. 
NOM for p (p ~~~ 1)/2, [&Iz,A , I,+,] C AI,, . Since p 3 and 
dim L,,,;‘,M,, ~~~ p, 3.8 implies I ; A/I, and thus L, = N, Suppose 
2 ,j p and Lj ~~ 112, Then L,_, C [L_, ,Lj] ~~. AVZj-l C Mp,. Thus, !>> 
induction. I,, IV, for 1 j (p 1)/2. Let h be chosen as the least 
positive mteger with L,, 7: M,, Then (p + I),‘2 . k p I implies 
I>., ,K, so that [lIZ*l, , I ,-,, ] C ‘II,, Application of 3.8 with /i replacing 
P then gives the desired contradiction. 
3.10 a([H, H]) = 0 
Proof. \Z’e have K AI and thus for each;, 
Let 4, ~~~ dim(l,iK,) and c, = dim( CYijK,). If K, q- Lj and Kj is not maximal 
II-invariant there exist subspaces S, , S-, as described in 3.6. Let 
I ;; ~~ {.I. : x t I,, ) [h, x] E S,) and F-I’ = {.Y : x E Sj , [6, .v] E K,/. Let 
c: dim L;‘/S, , ey z dim I’,!‘/K,, . Bec&se of pairings we have 
dj = d-, ) e, -e~,ej -er,,e; -=e’,. 
Because of irreducibility we have Lt, == pei when K, is maximal in L; and 
d, pe; - pey when K, p Lj and K, is not maximal in L, . In the latter case 
we have lf7y C Fj so that ey .yz e, . Also ei = eP, 3: e’j e; . I,& f max e, . 
‘I%en II, ; 2pf for allj. Choose k such that f ~ e,% . Since e, < mi, we may 
assume 1 /z : . p - 1;2. From 3.8 with /L :~ k, we obtain! 
2Pf 2 4,. ; (1/W - I).f((P - l).f- 1) 
and thus f -G (5P - l)(p ~ I)--‘. Since .f 1 this leads to a contradiction 
unless p : 5, and in this case f = I so that ej =m- 1 or 0 for all j. Thus 
d, = d-, =- p =mm 5. Then, from 3.8 with p == 1, we obtain d2 ,_ 6 so that 
‘I, ~~ 10 and e2 = 1. If 3.8 is now used with /L = 2 this leads to f/J 10. 
Since cl4 == d.-, = 5 this gives the contradiction. 
3.11 Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 5 \\e need another 
theorem which is of some interest in itself. In order to state it, some additional 
definitions are needed. We continue to assume p -.p 3. 
Suppose f is a positive integer and let d = PJ -- 1. Let L, be a vector space 
over F of dimension pf and let r. , y1 ,... Ye be a basis. In order to define a Lie 
algebra structure on L, it is sufficient to define [Ye , YJ. M-e let Y, =_m 0 ifj ,..’ 0 
ori ‘-- d and let[r, , rt] -= c,,~T,~ +t .1 where c,,,~ is a scalar u-hi& will be defined 
below. Then, using the constants c,,( , I,( will he a Lie algebra provided that 
IVC have: 
(:l) c,.~ y= --G,.~ and (b) c.,,~c,+~-~,~~ -i- ct.rtcf L 1L-l,,\ ~~1. c,,.,c,,- u -l,f = 0 
‘lithe constants c,,~ are defined as follows: 
\Ye let c,,,,) = 0. Suppose then that s, t are not both zero. Thus there exist 
integers m, , n; not all zero such that 0 -:I mi , ni :< p ~ 1 and s :P C m,pi, 
t = C n,pz where 0 < i d, f. Let k b e c osen as the least integer in [0, .f ~~~ 1]h 
for which wz,,  nk are not both zero and define c,,,~ by the equation 
c,,~ == (nk - mk)((nl,. -i- m,. -- l)!/n,.!in,.!) nf,,k C(m, T II, , mi) 
xherc C(m, -i-- n, , wi) is the binomial coefficient (nz, + n,)!/nz,!n;! 
It can be verified by direct (and lengthy) computation that the relations 
(a) and (b) are satisfied and thus L, is a Lie algebra. Also we have [Y,, , YJ -- r, -1 
for t >- 0 and [rl, yt] =:= (t - 1) yt . Suppose J is a non-zero ideal of L. For 
.r E /, x =- 1 pi(x) Y, where each pi is a linear functional on /. Let R be 
chosen as the least integer for which pLn f 0. Thus there exists x E 1 with 
.v r= rk + x pi(x) ri , i ‘- k. If k 1 0 then [Y” , x] := yip-l 4-C p,(x) Y,+~ .
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Since [Y,) i ,x] c J this gives a contradiction and thus /z =- 0. Since [x, ~~1 t ./ 
it follow J then that / contains an clement of the form rI x h,v, , i 1. 
Kow [rd , r,] ~~ 0 for i 1 and [rd , J-,] rd so that rd E /. Since r, /l~;~(rrl) 
nx then have I’, t J for all i and thus ,I Izr so that L, is simple. 
For f I, dim L, p, and Fr, is a (‘artan subalgebra of L, . It folio\\s 
from tin wnrk of Kaplansky in [4] that I,, is the \Ltt al&m. (,-Zlso see [?I, 
page 2 I ). It seems likely, though \cc have not vet wrificd it, that IIr is an 
Ali,crt-%assc,nhaus algebra for all f. (F or definitions see [.?I or [7], page 29). 
then I>- propcrl!; contains N and [ I~?, :lI] C :lf. Hcncc for some i mrm 0 there 
exists u c I,, , such that u c3 I. and u $ .\I, ‘i’hen 
[M, u] [Fu AI’, u] CFU 111 
so that b-11 ~- ;lf is a subalgehra properly containing ‘12. Thus 
I, 1 Fu 1 :II. \Vc ma?; assume that i 1 so that L-, ~~ Bu T :W, 
and I,, AI, forj 7’ I. Thus [u, N,] C AI,-, for j L 1 and [u, I] C Al,I. r . 
Since [_l/, , Kj] C I for all j +~ 0 we must have [u, ATJ c 1. 
Now let R,, =p M and for k = 0 let R,, {x : [x. L] C R,;-,I. It follons 
from the relations abovc that lit .II’ C R,, Then induction on k shows 
that i?,> + r C K,. and R,. is an ideal of -II. An induction on i 1 j gives 
[R, > R.il C R,+, . 
Let I’(, 21. r, _ a. For v :: I,, . [u, ,Y] ;L(.Y) r, , mod R, , \vherc p is a 
non-zero linear functional on L, Necessarily p z 0 since [U, L,] < i. b-c 
choose J., IL, such that p(~~) 1 and let I,; {A : .x tI,,, , p(x) 0;. It 
follows readily then that R, mm~ I 1,; 1 AI, ... .11,,p1 so that 
R, Fr, I R, Also [r<, r.J r, , mod Ii, . sLlpposc Ii 0 and for 
0. i /S L\-e have obtained elements v, such that Y, ~1 I,,-, , H,-, IJr, ! R, , 
and ]r,, , r(] y,+r , mod I?,. r Supyosc .v t A’,,. n I,> Then [,Y, ,111 C R,< and 
[r,, , ,x] c R. 1 n I,, so that [.A, L] C R,. unless j = k. For-j k ;ve have [r,, ) x] 
,L(,Y) Y,: , mod I?, , \t here p is a linear functional. If IL 0 then [R,, , I,] C Ii,, 
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so that R,, is a solvable ideal of L and must be zero. If p F 0 we can choose 
Y,,,+~ E R, n I,,. such that p(ri6, J = 1. It follows then that R,: =: Fv,, 1 $- R,. 1 
and [r. > J,I..ll y/' > mod R, . Necessarily riC,l $ R,i 1 
The argument above shows that if R,%, f 0 then dim Rki'R,L+I ~~ I and thus 
for some /i 0, R,, emu 0. Let d bc chosen as the least fz for \vhich this OCCIII-s. 
Th en 1 ,, ,..,, rd form a basis of I,. 
Since L is semi-restricted and I’,, EL, it follows that I),.(, has AD, as the 
semi-simple component for some h. Since [f,, , r(,] ~~ 0, X ~~ 0, and D,, is 
nilpotcnt. For 0 Ii., (1 let ri m= Df;ird EL,~~,~, Then r,’ V, , mod K, , 
for all i so t!lat /.I ,.c 0. IIcnce the order of nilpotcncv for D,.(, is d + I and the 
nullit!- is one so that Fv, is the null-space for D,.,, . Then, since v,; I: [Y,, , rl] 
and r,; E I, 1 . \ve must have rh =- rC, . Also [F,, , Y1 ~~ 1-J 0 and r; 5 II 
imply r; r1 For i ‘-, 1 we may assume PI =- r, since no essential restriction 
was made on the choice of V, Thus [K~, , F;] ~~ Y,-~ for all i . 0. 
I,et r, ~~ 0 for i 0 or i . ’ n. and let c~,,~, =m 0, c,,,( --c,,,, = 1 for 
o- i d. suppose i, j 0. Then [r, , r,] E R,. i-Z so that 
[r; , rj] x C,,jYi+,-l , mod Ri+;-1 
for some c,.; where c<,~ is taken as zero if i + j - 1 > d. Also 
[Jr,, , [I’, > Yj]] E Ci,jYi-+,-z , mod Ri+j-r 
implies that c,-~,~ + c,.,_~ -= ci,, . 
We claim that [vi , r,] ~= c,,~v+~-~ for all i,j. In order to do this suppose 
that m is a fiscd integer, VL -S 1, and for 
i 0,~’ > 0, [r;, rj] = c~,,T~+~-~ + u,ym, mod R,,,,, . 
Application of D," to both sides gives 
Now the left side is congruent mod R,,,-l to (clPl,, -t- c,,~-~) pii ,-a . ‘Thus 
CT;,~ ~ 0. Induction on nz then gives the desired assertion. It follows from 
this that r,, , r1 , Y? span a three dimensional simple subalgebra. Thus if 
d 2 the proof is complete. 
Suppose then that rl> 2. Using the recurrence relation c,,! - c,-~,~ T c,,!-, , 
it follows by induction on .s - f that c,~.~ is the number defined in section 3.11 
for all s, f in [0, (I]. It will be sufficient then to prove d -~:- pi ~~~ I for some 
J. \iTe let d x (i,fY, 0 I i 111 where 0 ,.I n, $ ~ I and 6!,, + 0. It 
is sufficient to prove d, = p - 1 for all i. 
Suppose s, t are positive and .s t m_ N’ <- 2. Then [Y , v,] 7. 0 and 
application of D,;, give c,+l,l ~-~ c,yel m= 0 so that c,\,~ 0. For s == 2, f = d 
this gives (tl l)(NT ~-~ 2) 0, mod p, and for s :m= 3. t =m-m tl ~ 1 this gives 
(c/ I) d(rl ~-- 4) 0, mod p so that C/ p ~-- I, mod p. Hence (/,, p ~ 1. 
Suppose d, =I: p ~- I for some i ’ ,. 0 and choosr k as the least integer for 
which this occurs. Ifs d,,p’ : ... i tl,,,~~” 1 I ~= I -f pi then ,V t C/ i 2 
and c ., ~;I 0. Hence d, : p I for all i. 
3.13 Rem7rks. Supp”“‘. /, rr L, ... ~.~ I 1,,--1 and thatL is restricted 
and has zero radical. If 0r([ll, N]) 0 LVC have been able to prove by use of 
techniques like those in the proof of Theorem 6 that L is either three-dimen- 
sional, the 1Vitt aigebra, or a variant of the algebra U1 , discov-ercd b!- Albert 
and Frank. (SW [/I or [7] for definitions.) The proof is computational in 
nature and wiil not be given here. In particular this verifies for a special case 
a conjecture made by Kostrikin and safarevic in [5]. In order to complete the 
proof of Theorem 5 we need the Levi-IIalccv- type result stated belo\\. 
3. I-4 Suppose 1, is semi-restricted and of type I with respect to ff and L/K 
is three-dimensional where R is the solvable radical of L. Then thcrc esists a 
three-dimensional subalgebra S such that 1. S + K. 
I’wr~f: FVe prove the assertion first for restricted algebras. Suppose the 
assertion is false for some restricted I, and I, is chosen to have mmimal 
dimension among such algebras. Let R z R/ v-here R, R r\ I,; ‘lhen 
R is nilpotent so that CX(R,,) 0 and (1 $ I?,, . Seccssarily there exists some 
i 1~ 0 for which a([L, , Lej]) ;z 0 so that I,, 7: R, for j i, -i. \\‘e ma!’ 
assume i I. Then there will exist zlemcnts o,, , or . 0-r such that 
cc1 0, I,, Fe, ~-~ R, for i 1, 1 and [pi , e-i] e, . mod R,, . ‘Thus 
I,, -~ Ri for i ;: 0, I, -1 and FZ 7 Fu R, . Let [~‘t , e-r] n 7 r,) where 
I’,, E R,, . Then at least one of the products [e, , ~“1, [e-t , Y,,] is not zero for 
otherwise Sp{~r , e-r , [er , rP,I; is a three-dimensional simple suhalgebra. 
Thus K,, is not in the center of I,. 
Supposc .} is a restricted ideal of L contained in H and J :;- R. If j I.-: 0 let 
L’ I,,‘J. ‘Then dim L' s dim L and 12’ Rad I,’ R/J. Since L’; R' and 
L!R are isomorphic, L'IR' is tliree-dimclljiorral and hence L' = S' : R' for 
some three-dimensional subalgebra S’. Then Y’ = ,S’/‘J for some subalgebra 
.C” of 1, vvhose radical must be /. Then dim .Y” dim I, so that S” contains a 
three-dimensional simple subalgebra. Thus J 0. In particular 1. has zero 
center. =Ilso, since R is nilpotent, [R, K]’ I.-- R and thus R is abelian. Then 
for 1’ E R, [Y”, L] mm 0 and thus ~1’ 0, so that an\- ideal of I, contained in R 
is restricted, and either must be zero or equal to Zi. 
\Ve may assume now that [e, . r,] L’- 0. Let F,, D:‘l(r,), ii 0, I ,. ., p. 
Then r,: E R,, and, since e,:’ necessarilv- lie:, in R, , r,, -~~ 0. Choose k as the 
largest integer for which Y,: i 0. Let u,, r(. and zdj = D:_ ,(4 E L 7 
.j : 0. I ,..., p. Then u,, 0 and, since [et , zll,] ~-= 0, induction on j gives 
[eI , IL!] =~ X,U,~, for some scalar hj and j = I,....p - I. Thus S~{ZQ} is 
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invariant under D, and is an ideal ofL contained in R, Then R :m Sp{u,j and 
from this we have dim R, < 1 for all i. In particular R, =: I+, , R, == F[v,, , el]. 
Let [[y. , 4, e-J = aro , [e, , [y. , -1 e ]] = PY”. If at least one of 01, p is not 
zero 13 e can choose A, p such that AR ( /@ :m ~ 1. If 
e; e, - h[v,, Q], PI_, == e-1 i I*[‘,, , e-11 
it follows readily that e,, , ei’ , e:. , span a three-dimensional subalgcbra. Hence 
a m-m /3 == 0 so that [ri , ecIj 0 where or [ei , Y”] + 0. Then for 
R’ =: SP{D,~(Y~) : 0 ‘;. j --; p ~ I;, R ’ is a non-zero ideal contained in Ii so 
that R’ :: R. Hence D~,~r(r,) == hr, for some h Z- 0. However, 
0 =. [PI”, rl] = A[e, ) Y,,] = hr, 
then gives the desired contradiction. ‘Thus the assertion holds for restricted 
algebras. 
For the semi-restricted case we again assume the assertion false for some 
semi-restricted L and choose L to have minimal dimension for which it is 
false. The argument of the first paragraph can be repeated verbatim to obtain 
e. , 6, , e-, . such that L = 28’~~ ~~~ K with relations like those above holding 
for the e, . Also, since? >- 3, v-e haveLip C R,, for all i. Moreover, for i ;t 0 
and .x E Li , I),,. is nilpotent on L since D,,x -:~ 0 and the semi-simple com- 
ponent of D,, is a scalar multiple of D, . 
Suppose J is an ideal ofL contained in R, J == C Ii , Jz -~- J(, , and J 1:: R. 
If J f 0 let L’ = L/J. Then L’ is semi-restricted with respect to H/j,, . ‘The 
argument for the restricted case can bc repeated now to obtain a contra- 
diction. Hence J = 0. In particular this implies that L has zero center. Then 
the adjoint representation of L is faithful so that L can be embedded in a 
restricted algebra whose P-mapping agrees with the P-mapping given on H. 
Let K I,*. Then, bv 1 .I, K -:- I, 1 ;V where 
LV = Sp{.Pli : i yF 0, .Y EL/.) h > 0;. 
1,et H, :_ f1 -’ N. Then [H, , L,] CL, for all .i. Suppose i 7: 0 and .I c Lj . 
For lz E H, [h, x”] = --DC”(h) EL,” C R,, so that [yak, y”““] E Lj” C R, . Thus 
[TV, A’j C R,, Since H ~~ Fu + R,, we also have [H, H] C I?,, and thus 
[Hr , N,] C R,, so that 11i is a restricted subalgebra. 
For s, y t K let T,,y = [x, y]. Let 1 be the set of .A t H, for which ‘/‘,. is 
nilpotent on K. Then, since [L, h] CL, R, C J and ,z.~” E / for .x EL, , j c-z 0. 
Suppose s,y E J. Induction on k gives (.x + y)“” = .A@‘~ ;- y’ji $- I’~ where 
rh. E R, . Thus for k sufficiently large, (,x + y)“’ E R,, and hence x -.-J’ i: J. 
‘I’his implies J is a subspace which contains R,, r- 11’ so that ill --= Fir ‘. J. 
From this we conclude that Zfr is a C’artan subalgcbra of K and the Lj , i ;t 0, 
are the non-zero root spaces. If Ii’ J -;- 2 R, , i y 0 then R’ is a nilpotent 
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ideal of I< and K = XFe, ~;- R’. Hence H’ is the radical of K and K/R is 
three-dimensional. Since K is restricted this implies the existence of a three- 
dimensional simple subalgebra S. Since S [S, S] C [K, K] CL the proof 
is complete. 
3. I5 T’hcorem 5 must hold 
Proof. 
.As noted in 3.1 we may assume (a) and (b) hold for L and, from 3.10, 
a([H, H]) 0. If R is the radical of L we obtain from Theorem 6 that L/R is 
either three-dimensional or L, for somef. Recause of assumption (b) we must 
have L/R three-dimensional. ‘I’hen 3.14 can be applied to complete the proof. 
4. ALGEBRAS OF HIGHER TYPE 
4.1 For this section L will denote a Lie algebra which is semi-restricted 
with respect to H and we let 1, =x Cl,, be the Cartan decomposition with 
H ~~ L, . 5’ and 1 will denote the set of semi-simple elements and the nil 
radical of H, respectively. We let Si m_- {m : 01 E S’b , OL is zero on the center 
of Lj. Then each root lies in 5’; and each OL E 5’; can be regarded as a function 
on all of I, as defined in 1.5. For a: E 5’: let S(a) = C [IJi, , L_.i,] -L CLia , 
0 .: i *: p. Then S(a) is an ideal in the subalgebra H + S(a) and it follows 
from Theorem 4 that S(U) is solvable iff r(S(ol)) = 0. In any case oc(L,,) ~~ 0 
for 0 i: i _. p. 
Until 4.8 we require only that p > 2. 
4.2 Suppose 7’ is a subset of L. Let E m-m E(T) = {a : oi G S;, a(T) # 0), 
/ j(T) := CL, 1 2 [& ,LB], cy, ,BEE. Then / is an ideal of L and, if E 
contains a root, J + 0. Moreover, / n N --- C [I,, , L-J, cy E B. 
Proqf. We have [U, J] C j. I 1 ’ ‘o xove -/ is an ideal it is sufficient then to 
prove [L:, , /] C J for any root y f 0. Suppose first that y E E. If a F B then 
[I,, , L,] C J. If /3 E E then [I,.,, , [L, , LJ] == 0 unless m -1~ /3, y I- a :- ,8 arc 
roots. If a -: p E E then [L, , I,, _ J C J. If a -( j!~Etheny~:-n~-~~tEso 
that Lv+a-B C /. Thus [L, , J] C J and it f o 11 ows from this that / is a sub- 
algebra. Suppose y # E. If a. c E then 31 ; y c E so that [I,.,, , l,,] C J. Since 1 
is a subalgebra and is generated by {Lx : ‘x. E Ej this gives [L., , /] C J. 
For m, /3 E E we have [[L, , L,], L-,, , ,,I] ,C [L, , L_,] -I- [L, , L-J and from 
this we have J n N -== C [L, , I,_,], a E I?‘. 
4.3 Suppose 1, is solvable and 0 is a non-zero root. If z is a root with 
~(S(O)) -5 0 then u(S(ol)) 0 and r([L,, . I,:;]) m: u([& ,&I) 0 for all 
roots 0. 
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PJYX$ \Ve use induction on the dimension of L. Let a4 be a non-zero 
abelian ideal of L and set .3 --- C A, where .d,, =-= d n L, We may assume 
--lo* = J, and thus L/.-l is semi-restricted with respect to ZZlz-l,, Since -4 is 
abclian all roots vanish on d so that S(o) $ =1 and, for somej with 0 e. j ‘. p, ,j~ 
is a non-zero root for Z,,‘Y. If S(N) C -3 then both assertions follow imme- 
diately. Hence we may assume S(a) $ ii so that, for some k with 0 . _ /z . p, ku 
is a root for L/A. Since S(Ra) :m S(a) th e induction assumption gives 
a(S(c~)) = 0. Also, if /3 is any root then either I,,, C =1 or ,B induces a root in 
L/A. In either case we obtain a([Ln , L,]) == u([L& , L,,]) =- 0. 
4.4 Suppose the center of L is nil, dim S :> I, and every proper subalgebra 
of L containing H and of type 2 or less with respect to H is solvable. Let Til- 
denote the ideal C [L, , L-J + CL, , o( + 0. If W is a minimal ideal of 
L then Ho = C [L, , L-,1, (Y f 0, is contained in 1. 
Proof. \Ve have the type of L with respect to ZZ ; dim S ,a 1. Thus, 
if a is a non-zero root, H + CL,, , 0 i; j --; p, is a proper subalgebra and 
must be solvable so that a([L, , L-J*) --- 0. 
Suppose first that dim S > 2. Then, for roots cy and p, the subalgebra 
generated by H, L, , L_, , L, , I,_, has type not exceeding 2 so that it must 
be solvable. From 4.3 it follows that if p([L,x , L-J) f 0 then a([Lo , Le4]) = 0. 
Suppose Ii,, is not nil. Then E(H,J contains a non-zero root so that j(H,) is 
a non-zero ideal of L contained in W, hence equal to W. From 4.2 we have 
then that H,, z [I,, , L-J, a(fZ”) + 0. Since Ho is an ideal of H which is 
not nil there esists some cx with a(ZZ,,) Z 0 for which the ideal [L, , L-J is not 
nil. Then we have j([L, , Z,_,]) 7 Wand Ho =- 2 [L, , L-J, p([L, , I,-,]) f 0. 
However, if p([L, , L-J) 5 0, then a([& , L-,1) :: 0 so that [L, , LeN] C I, 
(see Section 1.5) and this then implies that H,, C I,; a contradiction. Thus H,, 
is nil and hence is contained in Z. 
Thus we may- assume dim S ~~~ 2. If ZZ, is not nil then dim(H, n S) 0. 
Suppose dim(H* n S) 7: 1. Then there exists a t S, such that H,” n S Fo. 
Thus; if 01 ;A 0 and x EL, ,J’ EL+; [x, y] ~- (s, y) a - IZ (,x, y) where 
(,v, V) E P and n(.r, y) is nilpotcnt. ‘Then (.Y, y) (I E [I,, , Z,+]* so that 
(x, y) a(~) == 0. Now E(a) must contain a root so that I$’ ~ J(u) and 
Z3,, 2 [I,,, , L-,1, a(u) 7 0. However, if U(Q) f 0, then (,x,y) :m 0 for all 
s E I,, , J E; .Z-, so that [L, , L_,] must be nil and this gives ZZ,, is nil so that 
Zf,, c 1. 
Thus, if ZZ,, is not nil, then dim(EZ,* n S) 2 so that S C ZZC. \Ye no\\ fix 
two linearly, independent roots 0, 7 and choose s, f t S, as the basis dual to 
(r, +. For 31 t Si we have a =-= ia -jr for some unique i, j E P. If vve let 
oY =: J.S - it. then u, t SP and the mapping taking n into a, is P-linear and 
bijective. LVe have ~(a,) == 0 for any a and thus, if 01 is a non-zero root, then 
either [L, , L-J” is nil, or has Fu, as its set of semi-simple elements. 
Suppose 31, j3 arc non-zero roots and 7 [[L, ,L_,,], [L, ,LeB]]. l’hen 1’ 
is an ideal of ZZ and a( 7’) p(II‘) = 0. If y(T) 7 0 for some root y then 
?I’ J( 7’) so that H,, == C CL.,, L:,], y( 7’) + 0. If y( 7’) 7 0 then I~ and y art 
nccessaril~ independent and both vanish on 7:, \vhere 
T., z= [[L,, , L-J, [L, , L -.,, I]. 
Thus. since dim S = 2, the ideal 71, must hr nil and from this it foliovvs 
that [[L, ,L_], ZZ,,] is nil so that y( 7’) = 0. \Ye conclude then that [H,) , H,] CZ. 
Then ZZ, is strongly nilpotent so that the nilpotent elements of N,, form an 
ideal I’ of ZZU .
For .I - 0, s EL, , y E Z, .a , let [x, yj (,Y, _r) PI, ~- r(.v, y) where (x, yv) t Z’ 
and ~(.v?yt) E I’. I,et L: =- {,I : .x EL, , (.I, I,+,) Oj. Suppose 01, p are 
independent roots and ,X cl,., , y FL,. , z EL-~, B) . Then the Jacobi 
identit!,, the fact that Z’ is a subspace, and independence of 01 and 6 give 
([,v% -\a], z) (.L., [-y, z]). From this it follows that for .Y’ 5 I,. 1 , y’ tZ,.+ \I e 
have 
‘Gncc ~(0~) --/3(a,), b su strtution of the expressions for [x, ~‘1, [y, y’] leads 
to the equation 2/3(a,)(s, .x’)(-v, y’) (,v, [s’, Y(J’, y’)]) ~ ([r(~, x’), y], y’). 
_Uow S C ZZ$ implies there exist independent roots 01, l3 for which L: f L, , 
Z,; - L,, Thus th ere exists a y in L, with [Z’,y] EL; but y $Lh and an 
s’ in L, with similar properties. TVc choose s EL, , y’ EL-, with 
(,Y, x’) (y, y’) = 1. From the equation abovc WC‘ thus have ,@(a,) == 0. 
Since this is impossible for independent n and /3 the proof is complete. 
Proof. \\‘e suppose the assertion false and choose I, of minimal dimension 
for which it is false. ThenL must have zero radical and the type ofL exceeds 1. 
Thus L has zero center and dim S ’ . 1. 
If JZ is any proper subalgchra containing Ii then M must be solvable. 
Thus, if / is an ideal of L with H : J + L then H j J must be solvable so 
that J is solvable and hence j = 0. From this it follows that the ideal 
Ii- = z [L, , L,] j- CL,, , 0: 2. 0, is a minimal ideal ofL. By 4.4, z [L, , I+]. 
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x := 0, is nil and hence /I(Id) == 0 for all roots ,8. From T’hcorem 3 we con- 
clude that Z, is solvable. 
4.6 ‘I’HEOREM 8. Suppose L is restricted and thut each subulgehr~r of I, 
containing H and of type 2 or less ,zcith respect to H is solsable. Then L is sohahle. 
Proof. Suppose the assertion false and choose L of minimal dimension 
for which it is false. Then the solvable radical ofL is zero andL has zero center. 
Secessarily the type of L exceeds 2 and every proper subalgebra of L con- 
taining N is solvable. As in the proof of Theorem 7 it follows that the ideal II’ 
is a minimal idcal ofL. Also, from 4.3. we have x [L, , I,-,], 31 =‘- 0, contained 
in 7. From this and t .5 it follows that each CY E 5’; (= SJ) is linear on lf-. 
Suppose a is a non-zero root, s EL,> , and .Y =:m s .f z is the decomposition 
of x. Then s E S and _R/’ t H. iKom?- [H, z”] =: [I-I, .s”] c L&” c [L, ) L,] c 1. 
This gives Z Fzfl as a nil ideal of ZZ and hence =fi E I. From 1.1 we obtain, 
forh-- S yI-:~cL,,Js 0, that K is restricted. Since F; is an ideal of L, 
K can not be solvable. 
Let E,, mz (3 : N ES; , a(W) ~~ 01, E, ~~~ E(61J. If E, does not contain a 
root then Theorem 3 implies K is solvable. ‘I’hus El contains a root and 
II,’ /(El). Since 1 [L, , I,-,] C Z this implies L, is not nil for some non-zero 
Suppose D =: 0 andL, is not nil. 11-e will shou that (T t E,, Since IT’ J(L’,) 
it is sufficient to prove a(L,) = o([L, , LB]) : 0 for il, /3 E El . If the type of L 
exceeds 3 this follows directly from 4.3 since the subalgcbra generated b! 
M. L, , I,, , L, is of type at most 3 and hence is solvable. Suppose then that 
type L = 3 so that dim 5’ ~7 3 and let S, be the subspace of 5’ spanned b!, 
the semi-simple components of elements of L, Then .5’, f 0 and a(S,) 0 
implies S, 15 S. Suppose dim S, ~=: 2. Then y(S,) -2 0 iffy is a multiple of 
a so that if D and y are independent, then y E E(L,). Xow Tt* ~ J(L,). For 
31 E E(L,). 4.3 applied to the subalgebra generated by ZZ, L, , I,, (of type at 
most 2) gives CT(L,) -: 0. Also, if IY, fi t E(Z.,) and N -: /3 jo for some non- 
zcroj then a([Z,, , Z,,]) =: 0. If 1 ~-- /j is independent of u, then (y. /3 t E(L,) 
so that u(L, , LB]) = 0 since ‘s(ZIxkD) -~- 0. Thus u(W) = o(J(L,)) 0. 
Suppose dim S,, == 1. Then S, = Fs for some s E S and W ~ J(L,) j(s). 
From 4.2 we have L, = C [L, , LJ where the sum is taken over all 01, p E E(s) 
with J( I- fl ~~ 0. Thus; for some u. fi E E(s) with u + /3 -= q there exists 
.v E [L, , L,] whose semi-simple component is s. However, the subalgebra 
generated by N, L, , Lj is solvable, so that 4.3 gives u(x) 1 /3(x) -:. 0; a 
contradiction. Thus we must have 0 E E, 
NOIV Z?” is a subspace of S’i and thus for M = S + I + CL, , in E E,, , .12 
is a restricted subalgebra. Bv Theorems 3,2; M is solvable and contains 
I -- C L,l , ly E Eu , as a nilpotent ideal. Hence, for x E Z + CL, , the semi- 
simple component of .x must lie in the center of .I/, hence in .V’ 
where ,C’ {s : a(s) 0 for all I\’ L- E,,;,,). Thus; for 
Ii’ S’ -L f IL, , 
‘I E Z&; fl’ is a nilpotent rcstrictcd ideal of ~11 with S’ as the set of semi-simple 
elements of II’. If 0 + 0 and& is not nil \ve have 0 c I<,) From this it follo\\s 
that if A-’ S’ ~r I $ XL, , n i 0, then K’ is a restricted ideal of L and 
consequently K;’ is not solvable. 
so\\ h-’ H’ 1 I,,, , II F I:‘, , and ff’ is nilpotent and restricted. For 
,2 c S, Ict a’ denote the coset ,L E,, and L,, CL,, ) a F LY’. it follon-s 
readily- that Zl’ I,,,, A K’ and [II’, L,,] C I,,, for all N. Also [S’, I,,Y,] 0 iif 
A 5 I!‘,, , i.e. a’ 0’. ITram these relations \vc obtain that II’ is ;I C’artan 
subalgebra of K’, {‘I’ : c\ i Spj contains the set of roots, and 1,; is the root- 
space for any non-zero A’. 
l:or 1, p F I$ and 5/ t L,, \\t’ have .I ;j s I<, and hence I,,. .,, is nil so that 
,B(Z,, ,,) 0. Thus /3’(L,f) 0 for all p’ 1~~ 0’, 7’ J-- 0’. Suppose OL c I:‘,; 
0, 7 8: I:‘,, Then the subalgcbra gcneratcd by I-I, L, o . I,, , T ,I,. ,,. i has type 
at most 2 (since (Y ~~~ 0 (U +-~T) ( I 7)) and hence is solvable. If 
((1 a)(l,-, ;) :- 0 then 4.3 implies 
a([L, <, 1 L -,,71) (,I ; a)([& ,;,l,-,,71) 0. 
Thus, in an)- cast, oc([L, .,; , I,. ,+,I) 0. From this we obtain 
Ik’([I+, ) I,. ,,I) 0 
for 2’ -: 0’. Theorem 7 then show-s that K’ is solvable and the proof is 
complete. 
4.7 Rrmuvk. By cmplo!-ing techniques like those used in the proof of 
Corollary 1 of Theorem 3 it can be shown (though we will not do so) that 
Theorem 8 holds assuming only that L is semi-restricted with respect to H. 
Proof. \\‘e may assume that K has zero radical and thus is simple. Since 
h’ has zero ccntcr we can embed K in the restricted algebra of all derivations 
of i\ and let 1, I?. ‘I’hris [L, L] : [K, h-1 K. If R is the solvable 
radicai oi‘ 1, then R n I< 0 so that [R, K] :m 0 and R 0. If 111 is a 
subalgebra of I,, then [iIf, .Jlr] C iTi implies ;lI is sol\-able unless K [Ad, ,1 J] 
and Ill’ L. I-Icnce an! proper restricted subalgebra of I, is sol\-able. 
1,ct Ii he a Cartan subalgebra of I, and define S, I as usual. If 1, ~~~ 1 I., is 
the decomposition of L with I,,, =m If then L,, C [L, L] C K for all 2 ~-! 0 so 
that x [I,., , Lp,] $ 2 I;,, , IY T- 0, is an ideal of K and hence equal to K. Also 
this gkes [H, N] C x [L, , J,-,], I 2 0. 
If .I1 is a proper subalgebra of L containing t-l, then Al/ is restricted so that 
.I/ is sol~b!e. Then Theorem 8 implies that the type of 1, with respect to If 
dots not cscwd 2. If the type is I. then ‘Thcorcm 5 impliesL contains a three- 
diniensional simple subalgebra. Since [I,, J,] K this implies I< must be 
three-~iilllensiolial. Hence we may assume that 1, is of type 2 so that dim 
S 2. From Section 4.4 we have x [L,, ,llP,], CY ;L 0, contained in I so that 
[II, I/] C I ~- Z and hence JJ ~- S I. Since [L,, , J,-,l] C J for ail IL then I .5 
implies that each *. is linear on all of 1,. Suppose 31 is a root and ,.x(K) 0. 
Since [I,. 1,) C K, it follows from the p-mapping formula that 
is a subspace necessarily containing K. Since r(K) =m 0 this gives a(K ‘) 0 
so that Y : 0. 
For any root :Y let IV1 : {s : .I’ t I,, , .x is nilpotent). Thus I\:” == 1. For 
‘i e 0, since ol(L,) = 0 and dim S -= 2, for .Y EL, we have s E LV, iff /3(x) 0 
for some /3 independent of a. Since any /3 is linear, I\-, is a subspace of L, and, 
if L, is not nil, dim 1+/K, 1 . iYe let S 1 ni, . It will be shown below 
that A\! 0. 
Now Theorem 7 implicsL, is not nil for some (T f 0. 1f’e fix such a 0 and 
choose .x r; L,, with semi-simple component a + 0. Since a(&,) 0, a and 0” 
must be linearly dependent so that we may assume a” m-m n. If s EL,,, where 
0 . j p, then the semi-simple component of x must be a multiple of a 
since 0(x) ~~ 0. 
Let C(u) ~ {x : [u, x] 0) 12 -i XL;, . Then C(a) is solvable with Fa 
as the set of semi-simple elements in the center of C(a). Theorem 4 implies 
that I 2 l,(,i , 0 .; i s” p, is a nilpotent ideal of C(a) and hence 
tf’ ~~ 1:~ J- I -1 CL,,, is a restricted nilpotent ideal of C(LI) with Fa as the set 
of xxii-simple elements of Zl’. Let I’ he the nil radical of II’ rind 
I,’ II’ II,,, a(~) :,i 0. Then, since dim S ~ 2, KC L’ and L’ is an 
idcal of],. \\‘c will show that 1,’ and If’ satisfy relations (i) ~~~ (iv) of 3. I. For 
this WC fix T as a non-zero root \vith T(U) + 0 and may assume T(U) 1. 
For 0 . i . p let L, C IljT+jo , 0 : : j -.. p. Then Li = (x : [a. x] i.~.j 
and I,’ 11’ ~~ CL, . From this we conclude that H’ is a Cartan subalgebra. 
Since k C L’ it follo\vs as above that I,’ has zero radical. Also J(a) K 
implies 11’ m= 2 [L, , Lei]+, 0 -: i -, p. 
Suppose -11 is a proper subalgebra ofL’ containing H’ with M + If’. ‘I’hcn 
.ll II’ -1 x AT, where :‘IIi ,ld 17 L, and for some i f 0, Mi I-; L, . ‘l’hus 
so SCHII-. 
K $ .V and M must be solvable so that JZ’ is solvable. Suppose S # JP. 
Then S A 111* m: Fu and the only semi-simple elements of A1I’ which 
commute with a lie in Fa. This implies II’ is a Cartan subalgebra of II” and 
that W is of type 1 with respect to H’. ‘l’hen Theorem 4 implies (since M* 
has nil center) that C [Air, , Jr,] r 1 :]I, is a nil ideal of :\I’ so that 
1’ ~I~ 1 A’l1i , 0 c.. i K_ p, is a nil ideal of N”. Hence, for s ,- I’ 1 111, . D,. 
is nilpotent on L. Suppose S C JP. Then if,, :- AlI* n 11 is a (‘artan sub- 
algebra of :12” and Al* 7~ H,, + C I,,. ~- x ill, , where -IL,, .lI n I,, , 
and the sum is taken over all (y. independent of (r. For such an u, a(~) = 0 
so that a(l,,) f 0. Let / z IIT* ~-~~ JY[d!, , :ll,Y], a(a) z;il 0, /3(a) z 0. Then 
4.2 shows that J is an ideal of Ail” and 4.3 gives U(J) 0. If W(Q) ;m 0 then 
OL(&~,,) 0 and n([A& , MB]) ;- 0 for all ,/I b! 4.3. Since g, z arc independent. 
then Theorems 3 and 2 applied to H,” J give /is nil. Ko:+ 
is contained in J and hence is nil so that again we have I’ +- C ,lf, as a nil 
ideal of AT. 
Thus I,‘, ff’ satisfy (i))(iv) of 3.1 so that 3.10 implies [H’, H’] is nil and 
thus H’ Fa *m I’. Since [H’, H’] C I’ and I’ contains all nilpotent elements 
of N’ this gives [L?, , Lj,] C I’ for 0 c. i, j _ p and I C I’. A%lso [I, L,J C XiU 
for anv i. 
Suppose now that M is chosen as a maximal subalgebra of 1.’ containing 
?I’. Thus: for 31’ 1’ +- z X, , 0 i p; ~1f’ is a nil ideal of 111. If 
Engel’s Thcorcm is applied to AI acting on f,‘;JI WC obtain. for 
{.x : .<’ E I,‘, [x, M’] C AZ), 
t;l~,r’]c(:,~-~~~f~~l~. I 
that L; contains JI properly. Since 
8, w rere 6c c)’ n L, Then for some i ,-:: 0. 
there exists u E lr, , U if- ill, . M’C may assume (by replacing a 1,~ i-‘rc if 
necessar!) that i 1. Since 111 :- Fn .1(1’, Pi1 ~11 is then a subalgebra 
containing 111 and must equal L’. mlus L, FN -11, and I,, 3’1, for 
1 .’ i .’ p. In particular this implies Li7 jo is nil for 1 I_ i _ p and any j 
since Mj is nil. Since [II’, Mi] C 111, this also implies [L,, , -\Vji. ,io] C A’,, (, r),, 
No\\, 0 vanishes on llf and a(K) 7: 0 SO we must have D(U) -7~ 0. Thus 
A:, j, lies in Mr so that [I,” , I\-~~,,,] C AT7 (, ll)c, . If these results are comhincd 
with those of the prcceeding paragraph we see that [id0 , .V] C i\‘. 
Xow a(L1) f 0 so that u(L, -jo) f 0 f or somej. Since 7 + jo is independent 
of 0 and (T -+j~)(a) == T(U) we may assume a(L,) + 0. Thus there exists 
x EI,, with semi-simple component b E S, for which o(b) I= 1. If 1,” is 
defined as C(b) + CL, , p(b) f 0 the argument above for L’ can be applied 
to L” to obtain similar conclusions. In particular, since o(L,) + 0 we have 
LioAj, is nil for 1 <.: i <: p and any j. If this is combined with the earlier 
results for L’, we have then that L, is nil for 01 f 0, (J, 7, u + 7. Also, as for 
L’, we have [L, , N] C N. 
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I,et G be the restricted algebra generated by L,, , L, . Then n, b t G so that 
S C G. Thus G A H is a Cartan subalgebra for G and L, , L, are root spaces. 
IS!- 4.3 G can not be solvable since u(L7) and T(L,) are both non-zero. Thus 
G I, so that L is generated by L, , L, This implies that 2%’ is an ideal of I,. 
Since .\- dors not contain K, S r‘l K 0 and thus [AT, K] _- 0 and .YP 0. 
IIcnce K L, ;- I,, -~ I,,, - and, since each has dimension at most 1, A’ nlust 
be tllr~~-dimensional. 
i’r,o~f. \l-e may assume ever]; proper subalgebra of K is solvable. ‘1’1~~11, 
if R is the radical of K, Kih’ is three-dimensional. Hence there exist et,, rl , c-1 
in K such that [P,, , e;] ~~ ki , [c, , r-.,I =: e, , mod R. Since K has :1 faithful 
tinitc-dimensional representation we can embed K in a restricted algebra 
and let I, A*. Let R’ be the radical of L. Then R C R’ and for i I, 1 
11~’ hale [pi”. K] C R so that [e,“, L] C R. Also, for z -~~ P”J’ ~ q, , we have 
[z, L] C R. It follows from this that R*, e,“, PI , z generate a solvable ideal 
of L and that 1, 2 Fe, ; R’ so that L/R is three-dimensional. 
Ixt a he the semi-simple component of eO. Then n $ R’ and, since a is a 
linear combination of elements ni with aip = a, , we may assume 0” 0. 
Let S be a maximal comutative set of semi-simple elements of L containing 
cr. ‘l’hen C‘(S) _-= {.Y : [S, x] ~~ 0, : ’ i\ a restricted subalgebra and must be 
nilpotcnt b!- the choice of S. Hence C(S) is a C’artan subalgebra of L. I,et 
I, 1 L I be the Cartan decomposition with L, m: C(S). If s E S and .Y 5 R’ 
then AN ~~~ s must lie in R’ for some h since a := r. , mod R’. IIence 
.Y I-‘:1 - S,, ix here S, =- S PI R’. Sow for some N =r 0, I,, c R’ and 
necessarily X(Q) -:m 0. Suppose /3 is a root independent of N. Then /3(s) ,I- 0 
for some s E S, so that L, [s: 1,,] C R’. Thus L C(S) I x L,, -~ Ii’ so 
that C’(S) A x L,, is of type 1 and not solvable. By Theorem 5 it must contain 
a three-dimensional simple subalgebra which necessarily lies in h’ since 
[I,, L] c A-. 
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